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In this paper we present two characterizations of skeletal maps between realcompact topological spaces. All mapsconsidered in this paper are continuous and all spaces are Tychonoff. For a subset A of a topological space X , clA shalldenote the closure of A in X .A map f : X → Y is called skeletal if for each nowhere dense subset A ⊂ Y the preimage f−1(A) is nowhere dense in X .This is equivalent to saying that for each non-empty open set U ⊂ X the closure f(U) has non-empty interior in Y ,see [5]. The latter definition can be localized as follows. A map f : X → Y between two topological spaces is called
• skeletal at a point x ∈ X if for each neighborhood U ⊂ X of x the closure clY f(U) of f(U) has non-empty interiorin Y ;
• skeletal at a subset A ⊂ X if f is skeletal at each point x ∈ A.
It is clear that a map f : X → Y is skeletal if and only if f is skeletal at each point x ∈ X .
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A spectral characterization of skeletal maps
1. Characterizing skeletal maps between metrizable Baire spaces
It is clear that each open map is skeletal. For closed maps between metrizable Baire spaces this implication can bepartly reversed. Let us recall that a topological space X is Baire if for any sequence (Un)n∈ω of open dense subsetsUn ⊂ X the intersection ⋂n∈ω Un is dense in X .We shall say that a map f : X → Y between topological spaces is
• open at a point x ∈ X if for each neighborhood U ⊂ X of x the image f(U) is a neighborhood of f(x);
• open at a subset A ⊂ X if f is open at each point x ∈ A;
• densely open if f is open at some dense subset A ⊂ X .
It is easy to see that each densely open map is skeletal. The converse is true for skeletal maps between metrizablecompacta, and more generally, for closed skeletal maps defined on metrizable Baire spaces.
Theorem 1.1.For a closed map f : X → Y defined on a metrizable Baire space X the following conditions are equivalent:(i) f is skeletal;(ii) f is skeletal at a dense subset of X ;(iii) f is densely open;(iv) f is open at a dense Gδ-subset of X .
Proof. The implications (iv)⇒ (iii)⇒ (ii)⇒ (i) are trivial and hold without any conditions on f . To prove the implication(i)⇒ (iv), fix a metric d generating the topology of a metrizable space X . For every n ∈ N consider the family Un of allnon-empty open subsets U ⊂ X such that diamU < 1/n and f(U) is open in Y . The skeletal property of f implies thatthe union ⋃Un is dense in X . Since the space X is Baire, the intersection A = ⋂∞n=1⋃Un is a dense Gδ-set in X . It isclear that f is open at the set A.
The following simple example shows that the metrizability of X is essential in Theorem 1.1 and cannot be weakened tothe first countability.
Example 1.2.The projection pr : A→ [0, 1] from the Aleksandrov “two arrows” space A = ([0, 1)×{0}) ∪ ((0, 1]×{1}) onto the intervalis skeletal. Yet it is open at no point x ∈ A.
2. Skeletal and densely open squares
In this section the notions of skeletal and densely open maps are generalized to square diagrams. These generalizedproperties will be used in the spectral characterization of skeletal maps given in a next section.





X f // Yconsisting of continuous maps between topological spaces. The commutative square D is called
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• open at a point x ∈ X if for each neighborhood U ⊂ X of x the point f(x) has a neighborhood V ⊂ Y such thatV ⊂ f(U) and p−1Y (V ) ⊂ f˜(p−1X (U));• open at a subset A ⊂ X if D is open at each point x ∈ A;
• densely open if it is open at some dense subset A ⊂ X ;
• skeletal at a point x ∈ X if for each neighborhood U ⊂ X of x there is a non-empty open set V ⊂ Y such thatV ⊂ cl f(U) and p−1Y (V ) ⊂ cl f˜(p−1X (U));• skeletal at a subset A ⊂ X if D is skeletal at each point x ∈ A;
• skeletal if D is skeletal at X .
Remark 2.2.If the square D is skeletal (at a point x ∈ X ), then the map f is skeletal (at the point x).






X f // Y
is skeletal (resp. open) at the subset A.
It is easy to see that each densely open square is skeletal. Under some conditions the converse is also true. Thefollowing proposition is a “square” counterpart of the characterization from Theorem 1.1.





X f // Y
consisting of continuous maps between topological spaces such that the map f˜ : X˜ → Y˜ is closed, the projection pY issurjective, and the space X is metrizable and Baire. Then the following conditions are equivalent:(i) the square D is skeletal;(ii) D is skeletal at a dense subset of X ;(iii) D is densely open;(iv) D is open at a dense Gδ-subset of X .
Proof. The implications (iv)⇒ (iii)⇒ (ii)⇒ (i) are trivial and hold without any conditions on D. To prove the impli-cation (i)⇒ (iv), assume that the square D is skeletal. First let us prove two auxiliary claims.
Claim 1. For each non-empty open subset U ⊂ X there is a non-empty open set V ⊂ Y such that V ⊂ f(U) andp−1Y (V ) ⊂ f˜(p−1X (U)).
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Proof. Using the regularity of the space X , take a non-empty open subset W ⊂ X whose closure W lies in the openset U . Since the squareD is skeletal, for the setW there is a non-empty open set V ⊂ Y such that p−1Y (V ) ⊂ cl f˜(p−1X (W )).Taking into account that the map f˜ is closed, we see that the set f˜(p−1X (W )) is closed in Y˜ and hence
p−1Y (V ) ⊂ cl f˜(p−1X (W )) ⊂ f˜(p−1X (W )) ⊂ f˜(p−1X (U)).
Applying to these inclusions the surjective map pY , we get
V = pY (p−1Y (V )) ⊂ pY ◦ f˜(p−1X (U)) = f◦pX (p−1X (U)) ⊂ f(U). 
Claim 2. Each non-empty open set U ⊂ X contains a non-empty open set W ⊂ U such that f(W ) is open in Y andf˜(p−1X (W )) = p−1Y (f(W )).
Proof. By Claim 1, there is a non-empty open set V ⊂ Y such that V ⊂ f(U) and p−1Y (V ) ⊂ f˜(p−1X (U)). Thenthe open set W = U ∩ f−1(V ) has the required properties. Indeed, its image f(W ) = V is open in Y . Also theinclusion p−1Y (V ) ⊆ f˜(p−1X (U)) implies
f˜(p−1X (W )) = f˜(p−1X (U ∩ f−1(V ))) = f˜(p−1X (U) ∩ p−1X (f−1(V )))= f˜(p−1X (U) ∩ f˜−1(p−1Y (V ))) = f˜(p−1X (U)) ∩ p−1Y (V ) = p−1Y (V ) = p−1Y (f(W )). 
Let W be the family of all non-empty open sets W ⊂ X such that f(W ) is open in Y and p−1Y (f(W )) = f˜(p−1X (W )).Fix any metric d generating the topology of the metrizable space X and for every n ∈ ω consider the subfamily
Wn = {W ∈W : diamW < 2−n}. By Claim 2, the union ⋃Wn is an open dense subset of X . Since X is a Baire space,the intersection A = ⋂n∈ω⋃Wn is a dense Gδ-set in X . To finish the proof, observe that the diagram D is open at thedense Gδ-set A.
3. Skeletal squares and inverse spectra
In this section we detect morphisms between inverse spectra, inducing skeletal maps between their limit spaces. At firstwe need to recall some standard information about inverse spectra, see [2, Chapter 1], [3, § 2.5], [4, § 3.1] for more details.For an inverse spectrum S = {Xα , pβα , A} consisting of topological spaces and continuous bonding maps, by
lim S = {(xα )α∈A ∈∏α∈AXα : pβα (xβ) = xα , α ≤ β
}
we denote the limit of S and by pα : lim S→ Xα , pα : x 7→ xα , the limit projections.Let SX = {Xα , pβα , A} and SY = {Yα , piβα , A} be two inverse spectra indexed by the same directed partially ordered set A.A morphism {fα}α∈A : SX → SY between these spectra is a family of maps {fα : Xα → Yα}α∈A such that fα ◦ pβα = piβα ◦ fβfor any elements α ≤ β in A. Each morphism {fα}α∈A : SX → SY of inverse spectra induces a limit map
lim fα : lim SX → lim SY , lim fα : (xα )α∈A 7→ (fα (xα ))α∈A,




lim fα // lim SY
piα





Xα fα // Yα
are called respectively the limit ↓α-square and the bonding ↓βα-square of the morphism {fα}.
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We shall say that the morphism {fα}α∈A : SX → SY• is skeletal if each map fα : Xα → Yα , α ∈ A, is skeletal;• has skeletal limit squares if for every index α ∈ A the limit ↓α-square is skeletal;• has skeletal bonding squares if for every indices α ≤ β in A the bonding ↓βα-square is skeletal.
Our aim is to find conditions on a morphism {fα} : SX → SY of spectra implying the skeletality of the limit mapf = lim fα : lim SX → lim SY .
Proposition 3.1.For a morphism {fα}α∈A : SX → SY between inverse spectra SX = {Xα , pβα , A} and SY = {Xβ , piβα , A} with surjective limitprojections, the limit map lim fα : lim SX → lim SY is skeletal if the morphism {fα} has skeletal limit squares.





Xα fα / / Yαis skeletal, for the open set Uα ⊂ Xα there exists a non-empty open set Vα ⊂ Yα such that the open set V = pi−1α (Vα )lies in the closure of the set f(p−1α (Uα )), which lies in the closure of f(U).
It turns out that in some cases the skeletality of squares is preserved by limits.A partially ordered set A is called κ-directed for a cardinal number κ if each subset K ⊂ A of cardinality |C | ≤ κ hasan upper bound in A. For a topological space X by piw(X ) we denote the pi-weight of X , that is, the smallest cardinality|B| of a pi-base B for X . We recall that a family B of non-empty open subsets of X is called a pi-base for X if eachnon-empty open subset of X contains a set U ∈ B.
Proposition 3.2.Let {fα}α∈A : SX → SY be a morphism between inverse spectra SX = {Xα , pβα , A} and SY = {Xβ , piβα , A} with surjectivelimit projections. If for some α ∈ A and the cardinal κ = piw(Yα ) the index set A is κ-directed, then the limit ↓α-squareis skeletal provided that for any β ≥ α in A the bonding ↓βα-square is skeletal.
Proof. Assuming that the limit ↓α-square is not skeletal, we can find a non-empty open set Uα ⊂ Xα such that forany non-empty open set Vα ⊂ Yα we get pi−1α (Vα ) 6⊂ cl f(U) where U = p−1α (Uα ) and f = lim fα is the limit map. Fix api-base B for the space Yα having cardinality |B| = piw(Yα ) ≤ κ. For every set V ∈ B the open set pi−1α (V ) \ cl f(U)is not empty and hence contains a set of the form pi−1αV (WV ) for some index αV ≥ α in A and some non-empty open setWV ⊂ YαV . Since the index set A is κ-directed, the set {αV : V ∈ B} has an upper bound β ∈ A.By our hypothesis, the bonding ↓βα-square is skeletal. Then for the open subset Uβ = (pβα )−1(Uα ) of Xβ we can find a non-empty open set V ⊂ Yα such that (piβα )−1(V ) ⊂ cl fβ(Uβ). We lose no generality assuming that V ∈ B. In this case thechoice of the set WV guarantees that pi−1αV (WV ) ⊂ pi−1α (V )\f(U). Then the open subset Wβ = (piβαV )−1(WV ) = piβ(pi−1αV (WV ))of (piβα )−1(V ) does not intersect the set piβ◦f(U) = fβ◦pβ(U) = fβ(Uβ) and hence cannot lie in cl fβ(Uβ). This contradictionshows that the limit ↓α-square is skeletal.
Corollary 3.3.Let {fα}α∈A : SX → SY be a morphism between inverse spectra SX = {Xα , pβα , A} and SY = {Xβ , piβα , A} with surjectivelimit projections. If for the cardinal κ = sup {piw(Yα ) : α ∈ A} the index set A is κ-directed, then the morphism {fα}α∈Ahas skeletal limit squares provided it has skeletal bonding squares.
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For piτ-spectra, Proposition 3.1 can be partly reversed. First let us introduce the necessary definitions. Let τ be aninfinite cardinal number. We shall say that an inverse spectrum S = {Xα , pβα , A} is a piτ-spectrum (resp. a τ-spectrum) if• each space Xα , α ∈ A, has pi-weight piw(Xα ) ≤ τ (resp. weight w(Xα ) ≤ τ);
• the index set A is τ-directed in the sense that each subset B ⊂ A of cardinality |B| ≤ τ has an upper bound in A;
• the index set A is ω-complete in the sense that each countable chain C ⊂ A has the least upper bound supCin A;
• the spectrum S is τ-continuous in the sense that for any directed subset C ⊂ A with γ = supC the limit maplimpγα : Xγ → lim{Xα , pβα , C} is a homeomorphism.
A subset C of a directed poset A is called
• cofinal if for any α ∈ A there is an index β ∈ C with α ≤ β;
• τ-closed if for each directed subset D ⊂ C that has the least upper bound supD in A we get supD ∈ C ;
• τ-stationary if C has non-empty intersection with any cofinal τ-closed subset of A.
Theorem 3.4.Let {fα}α∈A : SX → SY be a morphism between two piτ-spectra SX = {Xα , pβα , A} and SY = {Yα , piβα , A} with surjectivelimit projections. If the limit map lim fα : lim SX → lim SY is skeletal, then for some cofinal τ-closed subset B ⊂ A themorphism {fα}α∈B is skeletal and has skeletal bonding and limit squares.
Proof. To simplify notation, let X = lim SX , Y = lim SY , and f = lim fα : X → Y . First we show that the set
B = {α ∈ A : the limit ↓α-square is skeletal}
is cofinal and τ-closed in A. For this we shall prove an auxiliary statement:
Claim 3. For every α ∈ A there is β ∈ A, β ≥ α , such that for any non-empty open set U ⊂ Xα there is a non-emptyopen set V ⊂ Yβ such that pi−1β (V ) ⊆ cl f(p−1α (U)).
Proof. In the space Xα fix a pi-base B of cardinality |B| = piw(Xα ) ≤ τ. For every set U ∈ B the preimage p−1α (U) isa non-empty open set in X = limXα . Then the skeletality of the limit map f : X → Y yields an open set VU ⊂ Y suchthat VU ⊂ cl f(p−1α (U)). By the definition of the topology of the limit space Y , for some index αU ∈ A, αU ≥ α , there isa non-empty open set WU ⊂ YαU such that pi−1αU (WU ) ⊂ VU . Since the index set A is τ-directed, the set {αU : U ∈ B}has an upper bound β in A. It is easy to see that the index β has the property stated in Claim 3. 
Claim 4. The set B is cofinal in A.
Proof. Fix any index α0 ∈ A. Using Claim 3, by induction we can construct a non-decreasing sequence (αn)n∈ω in A suchthat for any non-empty open set U ⊂ Xαn , n ∈ ω, there is a non-empty open set V ⊂ Yαn+1 with pi−1αn+1 (V ) ⊆ cl f(p−1αn (U)).Since the set A is ω-complete, the set {αn}n∈ω has the least upper bound β = sup {αn}n∈ω ∈ A. The proof of Claim 4will be complete as soon as we check that β ∈ B, which means that the limit ↓β-square is skeletal.Given any non-empty open set Uβ ⊂ Xβ we need to find a non-empty open set Vβ ⊂ Yβ such that pi−1β (Vβ) ⊂ cl f(p−1β (Uβ)).Since the spectrum SX is τ-continuous, the space Xβ can be identified with the limit of the inverse spectrum {Xαn , pαmαn , ω}and hence for the open set Uβ ⊂ Xβ there are an index n ∈ N and a non-empty open set U ⊂ Xαn such that(pβαn )−1(U) ⊂ Uβ . By the construction of the sequence (αk )k∈ω, for the set U ⊂ Xαn there is a non-empty open setV ⊂ Yαn+1 such that pi−1αn+1 (V ) ⊂ cl f(p−1αn (U)).
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Consider the open set Vβ = (piβαn+1 )−1(V ) ⊂ Yβ . Taking into account that the limit projections pβ and piβ are surjective,we conclude that
Vβ = piβ(pi−1αn+1 (V )) ⊂ piβ(cl f(p−1αn (U)) ⊂ clpiβ◦f(p−1αn (U)) = cl fβ◦pβ(p−1αn (U)) ⊂ cl fβ((pβαn )−1(U)) ⊂ cl fβ(Uβ),
which implies that β ∈ B. 
Claim 5. The set B is τ-closed in A.
Proof. Let C ⊂ B be a directed subset of cardinality |C | ≤ τ having the least upper bound γ = supC in A. We needto show that γ ∈ B, which means that the limit γ-square is skeletal. Fix a non-empty open subset Uγ ⊂ Xγ . Since thespectrum SX is τ-continuous, the space Xγ can be identified with the limit space of the inverse spectrum {Xα , pβα , C}.Then the open set Uγ ⊂ Xγ contains the preimage (pγα )−1(Uα ) of some non-empty open set Uα ⊂ Xα , α ∈ C . Sinceα ∈ C ⊂ B, the limit ↓α-square is skeletal. Consequently, for the set Uα there is a non-empty open set Vα ⊂ Yα suchthat pi−1α (Vα ) ⊂ cl f(p−1α (Uα )). Then for the open subset Vγ = (piγα )−1(Vα ) in Xγ we get
pi−1γ (Vγ) = pi−1α (Vα ) ⊂ cl f(p−1α (Uα )) = cl f(p−1γ ((pγα )−1(Uα ))) ⊂ cl f(p−1γ (Uγ)),
which implies that the limit ↓γ-square is skeletal. 
Claim 6. For any indices α ≤ β in B the bonding ↓βα-square is skeletal.
Proof. To show that the bonding ↓βα-square is skeletal, fix any open non-empty subset U ⊆ Xα . Since α ∈ B, the limit↓α-square is skeletal and hence there exists an open non-empty subset V ⊆ Yα such that pi−1α (V ) ⊆ cl f(p−1α (U)). Sincethe limit projections pβ and piβ are surjective, we get
(piβα )−1(V ) = piβ(pi−1α (V )) ⊆ piβ(cl f(p−1α (U))) ⊆ clpiβ◦f(p−1α (U)) = cl fβ◦pβ(p−1α (U)) = cl fβ((pβα )−1(U)). 
The definition of the set B and Remark 2.2 imply our last claim, which completes the proof of Theorem 3.4.
Claim 7. For every α ∈ B the map fα : Xα → Yα is skeletal and hence the morphism {fα}α∈B is skeletal.
The following theorem partly reverses Theorem 3.4.
Theorem 3.5.Let {fα}α∈A : SX → SY be a morphism between two piτ-spectra SX = {Xα , pβα , A} and SY = {Yα , piβα , A} with surjectivelimit projections. If the limit map lim fα : lim SX → lim SY is not skeletal, then the set
B = {α ∈ A : fα is not skeletal}
is ω-stationary in A.
Proof. Assume that the limit map f = lim fα : X → Y between the limit spaces X = lim SX and Y = lim SY is notskeletal. Then the space X contains a non-empty open set U ⊂ V whose image f(U) is nowhere dense in Y . We loseno generality assuming that the set U is of the form U = p−1o (Uo) for some index o ∈ A and some non-empty open setUo ⊂ Xo.To prove our theorem, we need to check that the set B meets each cofinal ω-closed subset C of A.
Claim 8. For any index α ∈ C , α ≥ o, there is an index β ∈ C , β ≥ α , such that for any non-empty open set Vα ⊂ Yαthere is a non-empty open set Wβ ⊂ Yβ such that pi−1β (Wβ) ⊂ pi−1α (Vα ) \ f(U).
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Proof. Fix a pi-base B for the space Yα having cardinality |B| = piw(Yα ) ≤ κ. Since the set f(U) is nowhere dense,for every set V ∈ B the open subset pi−1α (V ) \ cl f(U) of Y is not empty and hence contains a set of the form pi−1αV (WV )for some index αV ≥ α in A and some non-empty open set WV ⊂ YαV . Since the index set A is κ-directed and the setC is cofinal in A, the set {αV : V ∈ B} has an upper bound β ∈ C . It is easy to see that the index β has the requiredproperty. 
Using Claim 8, by induction construct a non-decreasing sequence (αn)n∈ω in C such that α0 ≥ o and for any non-emptyopen set V ⊂ Yαn , n ∈ ω, there is a non-empty open set W ⊂ Yαn+1 such that pi−1αn+1 (W ) ⊂ pi−1αn (V ) \ f(U). Since the setC is ω-closed in the ω-complete set A, the chain {αn}n∈ω ⊂ C has a least upper bound β ∈ A, which belongs to theω-closed set C .
Claim 9. β ∈ B ∩ C .
Proof. We need to show that the map fβ : Xβ → Yβ is not skeletal. Assuming the opposite, for the non-empty opensubset Uβ = (pβ0 )−1(Uo) = pβ(U) of Xβ , we can find a non-empty open set Vβ ⊂ Yβ that lies in the closure cl fβ(Uβ).Since the spectrum SY is ω-continuous, the space Yβ can be identified with the limit space of the inverse spectrum{Yαn , piαmαn , ω}. Therefore, we lose no generality assuming that the set Vβ is of the form Vβ = (piβαn )−1(V ) for some openset V ⊂ Yαn , n ∈ ω. By the choice of αn, there is a non-empty open set W ⊂ Yαn+1 such that pi−1αn+1 (W ) ⊂ pi−1αn (V ) \ f(U).Applying to this inclusion the surjective map piβ , we obtain that the non-empty open subset
(piβαn+1 )−1(W ) = piβ(pi−1αn+1 (W )) ⊂ piβ(pi−1αn (V ) \ f(U))= piβ(pi−1αn (V )) \ piβ◦f(U) = (piβαn )−1(V ) \ fβ◦pβ(U) = Vβ \ fβ(Uβ)
of V does not intersect the set fβ(Uβ) and hence cannot lie in its closure. This contradiction shows that the map fβ isnot skeletal and hence β ∈ B ∩ C . 
The proof of Theorem 3.5 is finished.
4. A spectral characterization of skeletal maps between realcompact spaces
In this section we prove Theorem 4.1 which characterizes skeletal maps between realcompact spaces and is the mainresult of this paper. This characterization has been applied in the paper [1] to detect functors that preserve skeletalmaps between compact Hausdorff spaces.Let us recall that a Tychonoff space X is called realcompact if each C-embedding f : X → Y into a Tychonoff space Yis a closed embedding. An embedding f : X → Y is called a C-embedding if each continuous function φ : f(X ) → Rhas a continuous extension φ : Y → R. By [3, Theorem 3.11.3], a topological space is realcompact if and only if it ishomeomorphic to a closed subspace of some power Rκ of the real line, see [3, § 3.11]. By [3, Theorem 3.11.12], eachLindelöf space is realcompact.We say that two maps f : X → Y and f ′ : X ′ → Y ′ are homeomorphic if there are homeomorphisms hX : X → X ′ andhY : Y → Y ′ such that f ′ ◦ hX = hY ◦ f . It is clear that a map f : X → Y is skeletal if and only if it is homeomorphic toa skeletal map f ′ : X ′ → Y ′.
Theorem 4.1.For a map f : X → Y between Tychonoff spaces the following conditions are equivalent:(i) f is skeletal and the spaces X, Y are realcompact.(ii) f is homeomorphic to the limit map lim fα : lim SX → lim SY of a skeletal morphism {fα} : SX → SY between twoω-spectra SX = {Xα , pβα , A} and SY = {Yα , piβα , A} with surjective limit projections.
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(iii) f is homeomorphic to the limit map lim fα : lim SX → lim SY of a morphism {fα} : SX → SY with skeletal limit squaresbetween two ω-spectra SX = {Xα , pβα , A} and SY = {Yα , piβα , A} with surjective limit projections.(iv) f is homeomorphic to the limit map lim fα : lim SX → lim SY of a morphism {fα} : SX → SY with skeletal bondingsquares between two ω-spectra SX = {Xα , pβα , A} and SY = {Yα , piβα , A} with surjective limit projections.
Proof. We shall prove the implications (i)⇒ (iv)⇒ (iii)⇒ (ii)⇒ (i).(i)⇒ (iv) Assume that the spaces X, Y are realcompact. Then [2, Propositions 1.3.4, 1.3.5] imply that the map f ishomeomorphic to the limit map lim fα : lim SX → lim SY of a morphism {fα}α∈A between two ω-spectra SX = {Xα , pβα , A}and SY = {Yα , piβα , A} with surjective limit projections. If the map f is skeletal, then Theorem 3.4 yields a cofinalω-bounded subset B ⊂ A such that the morphism {fα}α∈B has skeletal bonding squares. Since the set B is cofinal in A,f is homeomorphic to the limit map lim fα induced by the morphism {fα}α∈B with skeletal bonding squares between theinverse ω-spectra {Xα , pβα , B} and {Yα , piβα , B}.The implications (iv)⇒ (iii) and (iii)⇒ (ii) follow from Corollary 3.3 and Remark 2.2, respectively.The final implication (ii)⇒ (i) follows from Theorem 3.5 and [2, Proposition 1.3.5] which says that a Tychonoff space ishomeomorphic to the limit space of an ω-spectrum (with surjective limit projections) if and only if it is realcompact.
Let us observe that Theorem 4.1 does not hold for arbitrary spectra. Just take any non-skeletal map f : X → Y betweenzero-dimensional (metrizable) compacta and apply the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2.Each continuous map f : X → Y from a topological space X to a realcompact space Y of covering topological dimen-sion dimY = 0 is homeomorphic to the limit map lim fα : lim SX → lim SY of a skeletal morphism {fα}α∈A : SX → SYbetween inverse spectra SX = {Xα , pβα , A} and SY = {Yα , piβα , A}.
Proof. By [2, Lemma 6.5.4], the zero-dimensional realcompact space Y is homeomorphic to a closed subspace of thepower Nτ for some cardinal τ. Let A = [τ]<ω be the family of finite subsets of τ, partially ordered by the inclusionrelation. For every α ∈ A, let Yα be the projection of the space Y ⊂ Nτ onto the face Nα and let piα : Y → Yα be thecorresponding projection map. For any finite sets α ⊂ β let piβα : Yβ → Yα be the corresponding bonding projection.Then the space Y can be identified with the limit lim SY of the inverse spectrum SY = {Yα , piβα , A} consisting of discretespaces Yα , α ∈ A.The space X can be identified with the limit of the trivial spectrum SX = {Xα , pβα , A} consisting of spaces Xα = X andidentity bonding maps piβα : Xβ → Xα . Then the map f is homeomorphic to the limit map lim fα : lim SX → lim SY of theskeletal morphism {fα}α∈A : SX → SY consisting of the maps fα = piα ◦f : Xα = X → Yα , α ∈ A. Here we remark thateach map fα : Xα → Yα is skeletal (even open) because the space Yα is discrete.
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